
Denika Carothers
The Relationship Transformer

Denika Carothers is all about 
Transforming Relationships.  A 
visionary, with a powerful message 
of transformation for this age, the 
best selling author of Who in the 

Hell do you THINK You Are is 
determined to "Give love a voice 
and change the world one thought 
at a time", as she empowers and 
inspires others through speaking. 

The founder of Live With Purpose 
Coaching, she desires to help 
others align with their purpose, 
connect to their Authentic Self and 
embrace their Highest Truth to 
create amazing and fulfilling lives. 

She has dedicated her life to assist 
in the transformation and 
empowerment of the Family and 
Human Relationships, which she 
believes are the foundation of who 
we all are.

FAMILY & RELATIONSHIP COACH , AUTHOR & SPEAKER

C.H.A.N.G.E. - The Catalyst for Success 

Change is constant, unpredictable and accelerating. This program will teach 

people to accept, let go of the past and discover the beauty that can be buried 

in "chaos". Audiences will learn how to powerfully and intentionally activate the 

experience of the positive ripple effect of change in their personal and 

professional lives. 

L.I.V.E. Beyond Your L.I.F.E.   
So many  are existing in their life rather than truly living it because their life is 

filled with Limitations, Insecurities, Fears and Exhaustion. Denika shows you 

how to move beyond your L.I.F.E. AND L.I.V.E,  by Loving unconditionally, 

setting Intentions, Validating yourself and Expecting without expectations. 

The Power of Parenting with P.U.R.P.O.S.E. 
In order to get a return, you have to make an investment.  This program will 

give parents the tools needed to tap into the power of parenting with 

P.U.R.P.O.S.E. -- Patience, Understanding, Respect, Positivity, Openness, 

Spirit and Empathy -- to establish soulful connections with their children. 

Who in the Hell do you THINK you ARE? 
What you expect you experience and your thoughts and words create your 

experiences on many levels.  Many people live in a hell of their own creation 

because they don't understand how to tap into the power within  to create their 

heaven on earth. Audiences will be inspired to tap in to their Higher selves and 

discover what happens when you use your thoughts and words intentionally. 

BOOK DENIKA FOR YOUR NEXT EVENT! Call 832-558-1396 or email Denika@DenikaCarothers.com

KEYNOTES & WORKSHOPS



""Denika Carothers spoke with a group of our youth about personal and social relationships. Her 

presentation was incorporated into their scheduled class time. It can be difficult to reach teenagers when 

you have several hours to spend with them, but to make an impact on them in just one hour is all the 

more challenging. However, Denika was able to do just that.  She approached them on their level and 

before too long, many were openly sharing their struggles, frustrations, and successes with their own 

relationships.  Denika did not lecture to the youth but engaged them in conversation.  It was evident that 

her presentation was received well by many members of the class." 

 

-Katy Vittoria, Volunteer Specialist, Houston Alumni and Youth (HAY) Center 

Best Selling Author 

What People Have to Say:

She IS the Relationship Transformer and is an expert when it comes to 
Relationships. She comes from a place of Spirit love, light and truth.  She is 
the truth and she is the REAL deal! Gentle and yet straight-forward Denika 
challenges her audience to move past themselves, get out of their own way 
and their own mind, and become who they are meant to be. What sets her 
apart is her gift to be able to connect with people on all levels and meet them 
in their heart and soul space. Her highest intention is to be the voice of love 
in the world to change the world one thought at a time. 

"Truth, love and compassion... a great mix for breakthrough!" Cheryl Lacey Donovan 

"You have the ability to restore "light" within people." Kadijah Hall 

"You have a unique way of connecting to your clients." Ernie Hammersly 

"She zones in very quickly on the distress and knows just what to say." Genyne Vinson 

"She is the one person everyone needs on their personal Board of Advisers." Felicia Scott 

"She was fearless in her selflessness to guide us to a better place." Jamal Khawaja 

"She speaks the truth." Demetris Edwards 

Dynamic Speaker & Relationship Coach


